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ABSTRACT 
 

Accurate spatio-temporal violent crime hotspot prediction is a difficult and challenging task at this present 
time. Large amount of violent crime dataset are usually required for predicting future occurrence of violent 
crime in terms of location and time. Various data mining techniques have been applied in the previous 
studies on violent crime prediction with accuracy and other results that needed to be improved upon. In this 
paper, Support Vector Machine based spatial clustering technique for violent crime prediction was used. 
Firstly, historical violent crime dataset between 2014 and 2019 Lagos, Nigeria were collected and pre-
processed through Principal Component Analysis, and then Support Vector Machine model built using 
IBM Watson Studio was applied on the six different violent crime dataset collected to determine violent 
crime hotspot locations for next day in Lagos Nigeria. The model was evaluated using real-life dataset of 
six violent crime types (murder, arm robbery, kidnapping, rape, non-negligent assault and man slaughter) 
dataset using confusion matrix. The results obtained found to return an accuracy of 82.12 percent which is 
good to be relied on for violent crime prediction. Based on this result, the model could be used by the 
Police authority to develop new crime control strategies and plan towards mitigating crime rate in the 
country. 

Keywords: Confusion matric, Data Mining, Support Vector Machine, Supervised Learning, Machine 
Learning 

 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Crime is any act committed or omitted that 
violates the laws of the land and which results in 
penalty or imprisonment, according to [1]. Crime 
undoubtedly is a potential enemy of any individual 
or nation. A lot of issues relating to urban 
development such as housing, traffic, 
environmental problems have been reportedly 
emerging as a result of rapid growth in urban 
population and these has led to increase in crime 
rate. Migration of citizens from rural to urban areas 
has also increase the rate of crime in the country. 
Additionally, small as well as big crimes in urban 
areas have impacted negatively on our lives and 
properties. Therefore, it is imperative to create a 
safer urban environment for everyone to benefit 
from. National Bureau of Statistics reports that, rate 
of crime have been on the increase by 3.4% on a 
yearly average over the last 30 years. This is clearly 
worrisome and call for urgent attention. As a result 
of the increase in these heinous crimes: murder, 

kidnapping, armed robbery, and rape, people’s 
anxiety have been intensified tremendously. 

Crime occurrence prediction ([2], [3], [4], [5[, 
[6]) have received a lot of attention taking into 
consideration of its enormous benefits to the 
country and the citizenry at large. These authors 
have engaged several machine learning algorithms 
and data mining approaches to crime prediction by 
analyzing and modeling various previously 
collected violent crime dataset. 

According to [2], there are different stages and 
analysis to crime prediction which includes: crime 
data collection, preprocessing, building of 
predictive model, training and testing of the model, 
prediction and evaluation. Also, data belongs to 
different types: ordinal, numerical and categorical. 
Therefore type of data usually determines the type 
of data mining approach to be adopted [2]. These 
data mining approaches includes clustering, 
regression and classification approach. Next is the 
trend and pattern identification phase of crime using 
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a suitable algorithm. Ultimately, prediction, crime 
hotspot visualization, as well as evaluation phase 
are applied to study the results obtained and then 
analyse the behavior. 

1.1 THE SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE 
(SVM) 

Structural risk management theory which 
Support Vector Machine premised on was 
discovered by [7]. Decision planes were used to 
define decision boundaries, used for separating 
groups of objects having diverse class memberships 
[8]. Support Vector Machine (SVM) works by 
creating an hyper plane using a linear model that 
are used for implementing non-linear class 
boundaries [9]. The SVM model have been used in 
diverse areas for prediction and detection tasks and 
has delivered outstanding performances, for 
example, in age estimation, pattern recognition, , 
telecommunications, system intrusion detection as 
well as face recognition according to ([10], [11], 
[12], [13). Figure 1 below is a diagrammatic 
representation of a simple support vector machine 
implementation. 

2 RELATED WORK 

[14] applied k-means clustering to detect 
patterns of crime and speeding up process of 
solving crime. The author engaged semi supervised 
learning approach for knowledge discovery from 
past crime records in order to enhance predictive 
accuracy. They also came up with weighting 
scheme attributes to address the limitation of 
clustering technique, 

A new hotspot optimization tool was 
developed by [15] for crime hotspot mapping that 
can be used to determine the differences between 
classes in a spatial dataset. The study was able to 
accurately map crime hotspots in the North-eastern 
city of United State of America. 

[16], in their work, made comparison 
between three typical classification algorithms 
which includes: Decision Tree C4.5 algorithm, 
Naïve Bayes and KNN algorithm in order to get 
very accurate results. Their findings reveals that a 
better predictive accuracy can be gotten by using 
KNN and GBWKNN missing data algorithms 
which is premised on a grey relational analysis 
theory (GRA) 

GIS and cluster analysis for crime hotspot 
detection was studied by [17]. Several optimization 
based problems on cluster analysis for crime 
hotspots prediction was outlined by the authors. It 
was further suggested that adoption of geometric 
techniques and existing statistical approaches 
should be followed. 

[18] discussed their research on 
discovering temporal and spatial criminal hotspots 
by engaging statistical analysis on Los-Angelis 
crime dataset. Criminal pattern hotspots was then 
conducted using Apriori algorithm. In addition, the 
authors applied Decision Tree and Naïve Bayes 
classifier to predict the likelihood of crime types 
occurrence. 

[19] summarizes the approached for 
spatio-temporal crime pattern analysis. The author 
threw more light on the knowledge that one can 
obtain from these patterns and which particular data 
mining approaches could be used. 

[20], proposed a new spatio-temporal 
approach for data analysis to uncover abnormal 
spatiotemporal clustering patterns. The authors 
proposed a framework for quantitative evaluation 
and then used it to make comparison against a 
generally used space-time scan statistic-based 
method. They based it on a robust clustering engine 
to predict abnormal spots with inconsistent shapes 
more accurately than the space-time scan statistic-
based technique. 

[21], developed a system that can predict 
crime regions which has high probability for violent 
crime occurrence using Naïve Bayes algorithm that 
delivered 90% accuracy. The accuracy of the 
classification and prediction was tested based on 
different test sets. The system developed takes 
attributes/factors of a place and Apriori algorithm 
produces the frequent patterns of the place. The 
pattern was then used for building a model for the 
decision tree classification. 

A paper was presented by Sharma [22] 
which employs decision tree-based classification 
approach to predict criminal activities. In their 
study the author found that good classification 
result for suspicious e-mail detection is possible 
with application of advanced decision tree classifier 
and feature selection method. The results from this 
experiment reveal that an advanced ID3 algorithm 
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has better classification accuracy than the 
traditional ID3 Algorithm. 

[23]  developed a crime analysis tool using 
different data mining methods, including Apriori 
algorithm and MV algorithm. The tool developed 
has four main steps: data cleaning, clustering, 
classification, and outlier detection. The outlier 
detection step is used to predict crimes that might 
happen in the future. The results reveal that the tool 
is effective in terms of analysis speed, and future 
prediction. 

[24], in their research titled “Effectiveness 
of Support Vector Machine for crime hotspots 
prediction” applied Support Vector Machine 
learning technique on crime dataset to predict crime 
hotspots. The authors presented a SVM based 
approach to predict crime location as an alternative 
to existing data mining and modeling approaches. 
The performance of the model built was evaluated 
on real-life dataset using two-class SVM and one-
class SVM as well as Neural Network. The result 
obtained showed a slightly better performance 
when compared to the neural network model. 

[25], in their paper titled “Crime data 
analysis using Principal Component method” used 
the data collected from Nigerian Police statistics 
department to extrapolate crime rate, patterns and 
various hotspot areas in Katsina state through the 
use of statistical and principal component analysis. 
The result of these were made available to the 
Police authority which they use in taking proactive 
decisions and actions, but their approach is not 
efficient enough, as  it takes time to get results and 
to make predictions. 

In the paper published by [26], [27], in 
their effort at reducing sexual crime in Korea, the 
authors developed an intelligent crime prevention 
system (ICPS) by collecting and analysing big data 
using Term Document and Inverse Document 
Frequency (TD-IDF) and Naïve Bayesian algorithm 
and then fed into IoT devices and sensors to predict 
dangerous areas and alert a woman with a wearable 
device as she passes a hotspot zone. The limitation 
is that as the data become huge, there is a 
noticeable reduction in overall performance of the 
system. 

Another author [28], in a paper titled 
“Machine Learning Approaches for Detecting 
Crime Patterns” The research focused on use of k-

means algorithm in crime pattern detection system. 
They used K-means algorithm to cluster the crime 
dataset to detect and make prediction of crime 
occurrence. The gap cited in their work is that K –
means does not produce reliable result when the 
data is noisy and when the number of clusters are 
less. 

[29], in a study titled “Spatio-temporal 
prediction of crimes using network analytic 
approach” used network analytics technique to 
analyze and predict occurrence of crime by using 
publicly available data fused with other social 
information sources in Chicago city. The authors 
discovered that as they add extra layers of data 
which represent aspect of the society, there is 
noticeable improvement in the quality of crime 
prediction. Their prediction model was able to 
predict total number of crimes for the whole 
Chicago city with a very good predictive accuracy. 
However, the developed model could not predict 
the time slot of crime occurrence. 

[30], proposed a model for crime 
prediction using social media text mining, KNN, 
logistic regression as well as spatial statistics with 
forecasting models from crime prediction to predict 
occurrence of crime based on planned social events. 
The gap in their work is it depends on other model 
to work and it is limited by the quality of crime data 
derived from social media platforms. 

 
3 METHODLOGY 

A total of 8,234 violent crime dataset were 
extracted from the list of general crime dataset 
made available being the scope of this study. 
Among various interesting attributes in the dataset 
which represent independent variables are: crime 
id, crime description, date crime was committed, 
time of crime, number of deaths involved, type of 
crime as well as crime location. The target 
attributes are crime_hotspot and predicted_time. 
Presented in Table 1 is the summary of the violent 
crime dataset extracted between June, 2014 and 
June, 2019. Also shown in Figure 2 is the summary 
of violent crime dataset use for this study in 
graphical form. 

A violent crime dataset of 8,234 records and 7 
field data attributes were engaged for the study 
based on important features extraction with the 
following target attribute: crime_hot_spot. The 
attributes include crime_id, crime_description, 
crime_date, crime_time, Number_of_deaths, 
crime_type as well as crime_location. The 
following are the description of thse data fields: 
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 Crime_id – crime identification 

number 
 Crime_description - description of 

crime 
 Crime_date - date crime was 

committed 
 crime_time – time of crime 

occurrence 
 number_of_dealths - number of 

deaths involved 
 crime_type - type of crime 
 crime_location – location of crime 
 crime_hot_spot – location of next 

occurrence of crime 
 predicted_time – likely time of crime 

occurence 
 
Python programming language was then used 

for violent crime using IBM cloud Watson studio. 
The classification was also executed in IBM cloud 
Watson studio [31] where cross validation and 
features extraction were done. Consequently the 
result yield an of 82.12% accuracy. Confusion 
matrix was used for evaluation in which the false 
positive rate and true positive rate are depicted in 
Figure 2. The Positive predictive values as well as 
the false discovery rates of Support Vector Machine 
are shown in Figure 3. After using stratified cross 
validation [32], 89.04 % was rightly classified, and 
10.96% was wrongly classified. 

 
3.1 SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE MODEL 

SVM is known to be a general machine 
learning framework that has deliver outstanding 
performances in many predictive scenarios 
including crime prediction domain. To this end, we 
trained the SVM using Python in Watson Machine 
Learning Studio ([32]), which is an open source for 
training machine learning models. The result of 
training Support Vector Machine model in IBM 
Watson studio is a product of many processes as 
shown in the workflow in Figure 3.  

During the empirical study, SVM classifier was 
trained using features extracted from  convolutional 
base. In order to train this classifier, a conventional 
machine learning method was engaged. 
Consequently, error of the classifier was estimated 
using k-fold cross validation process [32]. Since the 
k-fold cross-validation was used, training and the 
validation sets were concatenated in order to 
enlarge training data used (as was done in the 

previous case the test set was kept untouched). The 
following Python codes shows how data was 
concatenated. 

# Concatenate training and validation sets 

svm_features = np.concatenate((train_features, 
validation_features)) 
svm_labels = np.concatenate((train_labels, 
validation_labels)) 
 
Finally, as stated before, SVM classifier has one 
hyper-parameter. This hyper-parameter is referred 
to as the penalty parameter C of the error term. In 
order to optimize this choice of hyper-parameter, 
there is need to use exhaustive grid search [33]. The 
following Python codes was used to build the 
classifier, while Figure 4 illustrates the learning 
curves. 

 # Build model  
 import sklearn 
 from sklearn.cross_validation  import  
        train_test_split from sklearn.grid_search   
  import GridSearchCV from sklearn.svm  
import LinearSVC  
X_train, y_train = 
svm_features.reshape(300,7*7*512), svm_labels 
param = [{  "C": [0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100]    }] 
svm = LinearSVC(penalty='l2', 
loss='squared_hinge')   
clf = GridSearchCV(svm, param, cv=10) 
clf.fit(X_train, y_train) 

4. RESULTS 

During the experiment, the Support Vector 
Machine model built was used to predict the target 
columns (hot_spot and predicted_time), after the 
dataset was split into random training and test sets.  

The result of next day crime prediction for the 
Support Vector Machine model is presented in 
Table 4 and the accuracy of the model was found to 
be 82.12%. This value is almost at per with the 
value reported in literature for SVM on crime 
dataset. 

In Table 2 below is empirical result of SVM 
model trained in Python Jupyter Notebook. The 
column crime_location is representing the various 
crime prone zones in the entire Lagos state, 
Hot_spot and Predicted_time are the prediction 
results from the SVM model. Hot_spot value 0 
means no likelihood of violent crime occurrence, 
while Hot_spot value 1 is predicting the location as 
violent crime hotspot area that should warrant 
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Police target. The last column Predicted time is 
showing the likely time of the violent crime 
occurrence. 

The result of next day crime prediction for 
Support Vector Machine model is presented in 
Table 2, and the accuracy of the model was found 
to be 82%. Also presented in Table 3 is the various 
evaluation results of Support Vector Machine 
model for the different violent crime types. Support 
Vector Machine model returns an accuracy of 
82.12%. Prediction results comparison for Support 
Vector Machine between violent crime types is also 
presented in Figure 5. 

 
 

5. DISCUSSION 
 

A good number of relevant Machine Learning 
models were considered as summarized in the 
related work. In the comparative analysis stage, 
Support Vector Machine was chosen because of its 
outstanding performance especially in quick 
adaptation to new dataset. SVM model was 
developed in IBM Watson Studio and used Python 
programming in Jupyter Notebook to train on the 
pre-processed violent crime dataset after splitting 
the dataset into training and test set. From the 
empirical results conducted, SVM predicted the 
unknown class labels to the accuracy of 82.12% 
which is good enough for a real system to be relied 
upon. This result showed an improvement on the 
work of [34] with SVM result accuracy of 79.2%. 

Violent crime has impacted negatively on the 
socio-economy development of a nation and has 
increase the poverty rate of the citizenry. During 
the empirical study, cross validation was employed 
to avoid over-fitting during training and testing. 
This allows the model to work on a fraction of data 
not known before for the testing of the model. The 
training and testing yielded 82.12% accuracy with a 
high true positive ratio. In addition 89.04% of the 
instances were correctly classified. As formerly 
presented in ([34], [35], [36]), hypothesis and 
testing in model formulation is not included in this 
study, rather SVM learning technique was engaged 
in the model formulation and prediction. 

 
6 CONCLUSION 
 

The research work has further 
demonstrated the versatility and efficacy of the 
Support Vector Machine algorithm which has 
delivered a prediction accuracy of 82.12% (percent) 
in this new context. A high accuracy was attained 
with a drastically reduced false positive rates. The 

usage of state-of-the-technology method to predict 
violent crime is displayed by this approach. In the 
future, other machine learning approaches may be 
combined together to see if it could deliver a better 
result. 
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Figure 1: A Sample Of SVM Implementation ([9]). 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Summary Of Violent Crime Dataset Analysis For This Study 
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Figure 3: Model Workflow For Support Vector Machine In IBM Watson Studio 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Accuracy Of The Support Vector Machine 
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Table 1: Summary Of The Total Violent Crime Dataset Collected 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Table 2: Sample Of Empirical Results Of Support Vector Machine Model 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Crime type Sum of Data collected Percentage 

Arm Robbery 4984 
60.5% 

Murder 2549 
31.0% 

Willful Manslaughter 82 
1.0% 

Aggravated Assault 146 
1.8% 

Rape 273 
3.3% 

Kidnapping 200 
2.4% 

Crime Locations Hot_Spot Predicted Time 

10 0 0 

11 0 0 

12 0 0 

13 1 8.101 

14 1 16.101 

30 1 11.101 

31 1 8.101 

32 1 14.101 

51 0 0 

52 1 6.101 

53 0 0 

54 0 0 

32 0 0 

34 0 0 

35 1 19.122 

60 1 9.122 

61 1 10.122 

62 1 6.251 

55 1 9.122 

63 1 11.201 

64 1 9.201 

81 1 15.201 

82 1 9.201 

83 0 0 

90 1 9.201 

91 1 9.201 

57 0 0 

92 0 0 

93 0 0 

84 1 10.001 


